
Adventure #19: Flames on a Train 
 

 

After demolishing a warehouse in Mombasa, the investigators have boarded the Ugandan 

Railway to Nairobi. The tranquil landscape slides by, including frosty Mt. Kilimanjaro, immense 

golden savannas, and lakes dotted by pink flamingos.  

 

 
 

The investigators discuss their objectives and pore over notes gained from Dr. Ali Kafour, as 

well journals from others who perished in the battle against Chaos. They have a few people in 

Nairobi to contact, but more importantly, they are nearing the massacre site of the Carlyle 

Expedition, and closer to unpeeling another layer of the mystery that surrounds them.  

 

And somewhere in this country, a child of Nyarlathotep is destined to be born. 

 



This event must be stopped at all costs.  

 

 
 

Day dwindles into night, and the investigators are lulled to slumber. Darkness fills their carriage, 

the White Car, which is at the very end of the locomotive. A dining car separates them from the 

Brown Car, where the middle class sits, which is separate from the Black Car where the Negroes 

and the poorest of the poor are relegated. The baggage car, flat cars and engine are further up the 

line. 

 

A noise besides the rhythmic rattle of the train wakes Lucifer Lardlover. Rubbing his eyes and 

yawning, he stumbles to the dining car, empty and silent as a grave this time of night, but then he 

hears it again:  an eerie, ululating whine from somewhere in the browncar, and seconds later he 

hears panicked screams! 

 

The door between the carriages flings open and terrified people pour inside, overturning tables, 

chairs and carts in their haste. Lucifer sees the source of their fear: a pulsing, sparking, swirling 

core of bright plasma, spitting droplets of flame in all directions, igniting everything it touches, 

and it bobs straight toward him! Even worse, Lucifer spots a second flaming creature behind it as 

both burn through the carriage doors and surge into the dining car.  

 



 
 

“Eh…this bodes ill. GENTLEMEN! AWAKE! AT ONCE!” 

 

Lardlover flees back to his comrades, urging them to gather their belongings.  

 

Chang is unfortunately wallowing in the depths of drunken slumber and impossible to rouse. 

(GM Note: Dave is absent again and we have to work around it, so Chang is frequently drunk, 

mourning, or unconscious, although sometimes pushed to the forefront if needed).  

 

Chad Slambody, The Perfect Specimen of Man, grabs his shotgun and wrap his loins in a towel 

(he always sleeps nude) and leaps into action, attempting to disable the pin between the dining 

carriage and the whitecar. He fails, and the pin remains stuck. Sparks shoot forth from the living 

ball of fire, searing him, sucking away his very will to live [Constitution Damage], while a mind-

shattering burst of alien intelligence overcomes his senses [Bad Spell]. He is filled with 

unbearable fear of fire, and in panicked flight, drops his gun, flings open the back door, and 

LEAPS from the train, the towel around his ample manhood fluttering into the night. 

 

He strikes the ground hard, jumps up running, naked again, as far and fast as he can. 

 

The others are trapped at the end of the train, debating if they should fight or flee. From the other 

side of the car, someone throws a bucket of water at one of the flaming spheres, severely 

damaging it.  Steams hisses forth and the creature screams in its peculiar voice. As Lester 

Cobblebottom attempts to flee, a fire creature lobs sparks at him him, burning his hands and hair.  

Shrieking and batting the flames out, Cobblebottom throws Chang's unconscious body from the 

train. 

 

The Chinaman strikes the tracks face first, bounces, rolls, and lays still. Cobblebottom follows 

him, twisting his ankle upon impact, and rolls to a painful halt. A few other passengers cower in 

terror, but the spheres seem to be targeting the investigators and no one else. Lucifer ducks and 



dodges, about to leap off, when Mamoud cries: "Master! Master! Da sand! Da sand!" An ashtray 

is filled with sand, and both he and Mamoud began scooping handfuls of the stuff at the living 

fire, trying to suffocate it. One of the creatures is extinguished in the dining car by water, while 

Mamoud and Lucifer finally force the other to retreat. 

 

Two of the cars are on fire, smoke and flames belching forth, and the train slowly grinds to a halt 

as bewildered passengers pour out. Miraculously, no one died in the conflagration. 

 

 
 

Several hours pass. Chad Slambody finally stops running, regains his composure, and walks back 

to the train, feeling somewhat embarrassed and unmanly. Cobblebottom and Chang gather 

enough nerve to return as well, while Lucifer Lardlover contemplates the beings encountered.   

He deduces from his Mythos knowledge that they were probably fire vampires, denizens from a 

distant star system and servants to Outer Gods that can only be brought by summoning and 

binding magic. 

 

Exactly WHO summoned and bound them is unknown.  

 

Passengers are questioned about how the fire started, but there is no clear-cut answer, and the 

odd sparking balls are dismissed as anomalies, and certainly nothing supernatural. Suspicious 

eyes are turned to the investigators, but they do not offer input and keep knowledge of 

extraterrestrial demonic entities to themselves. The train starts up again and finally crawls into 

Nairobi about two in the morning. 

 



 
 

Exhausted, the party checks into the swankiest hotel in Nairobi: The Hampton House, where they 

enjoy clean sheets and large, comfy beds.  



 
 

Both Cobblebottom and Lardlover hail from wealthy families, and they don't mind spending cash 

on the others. Dawn finds them all up early, enjoying a continental breakfast on the ivy-clustered 

veranda. Nairobi is 6000 feet above sea level, much cooler and crisper than the sweltering 

coastal streets of Mombasa. As they discuss their options, a black paperboy hands them a one-

page newsletter - The Nairobi Star - claiming that it is the best paper in the whole town. And the 

only paper.  A brief glance reveals that there have been some strange deaths at a game lodge in 

the highlands recently. 

 

Strange deaths, eh?  

 

Sensing a plot hook, a red herring, or a death lure, they think it might be worth checking out.  

But first, Lucifer, Chad, and Cobblebottom decide to check the newspaper and search for old 

articles relating to the Carlyle Expedition five years ago in 1919. The streets are filled with 

vendors and buyers from many nationalities, as well as a prominent British garrison of armed 

soldiers.  The investigators are careful to make sure their shotguns are left at the Hampton 

House, although they carry concealed pistols. 

 



 
 

When they arrive, they find that The Nairobi Star is a small, white clapboard building in 

whitetown, maintained for many years now by its writer, editor and widowed founder: Mrs. 

Natalie Smyth-Forbes.  

 

 
“Hello, gentlemen.  May I help you?  I am extremely busy right now with the next issue.” 

 



She is a graying woman in her mid-fifties, who takes an immediate flirtatious liking to Lester 

Cobblebottom.  Cobblebottom doesn’t know how to react (or Jeff for that matter!) A quick roll 

of the dice determines that Cobblebottom happens to be a 45-year old virgin... 

 

Flustered, flattered, and ultimately embarrassed, Lester Cobblebottom stammers, sweats, and 

fidgets, which only makes him more endearing to the elderly editor. While Cobblebottom 

investigates the records, in very close proximity to Natalie Smyth-Forbes, her hand on his 

shoulder, Chad and Lucifer decide that might it is better to let nature takes its course (as 

unnatural as heterosexuality is to Chad Slambody) so they head into Nairobi to find some guides. 

Eventually they will have to head into the bush (no pun intended) to find the location of the 

Carlyle massacre. 

 

Meanwhile, Cobblebottom finds two useful articles.  

 

One picture features Hyapatia Masters who, in Cobblebottom's professional opinion, looks 

extremely pregnant. Another picture is of five hanged Nandi tribesmen, who were accused of 

brutalizing the Carlyle expedition.  Natalie remembers each person from the Carlyle Expedition, 

she interacted with them personally, albeit briefly, and gives her opinions.  Roger was strange, 

she says, and Natalie was sweet, but seemed very tired all of the time.  Sir Aubrey Penhew could 

be overbearing and rude. It isn’t much to go on.  

 

She is interrupted by heavy knocking on the door.  Sighing, she opens it to reveal a man with a 

flaming red moustache. 

 

 



“Mrs. Forbes!” he roars.  “With extreme displeasure I must come here yet AGAIN to vent about 

your publication.  I am a legitimate business owner running a legitimate business, and your typed 

crockery is not helping my material assets! Cease and desist, woman!  CEASE AND DE-SIST!”  

 

Frowning, but not budging, Natalie coldly introduces Lester to the boisterous, volatile, Colonel 

Endicott, owner of the Nairobi Game Lodge, who is furious that Mrs. Smyth-Forbes continues to 

shed his establishment in a poor light. The deaths were accidents!  They shouldn’t have gone out 

there if they couldn’t rough it, and so on and so forth.  He blames the deaths on naivety.  One 

doesn’t go on a professional game hunt expecting to shoot poodles.  

 

Natalie vehemently disagrees and feels that it is her personal and civic duty to tell the news how 

she sees it; if the lodge environment is dangerous, then the community has the right to know.  A 

shouting match ensues, but Cobblebottom cleverly worms his way in between, diffuses the 

situation, and asks if Colonel Endicott will take him to the lodge. Endicott is pleased by the offer, 

stating how he can see that Lester is a natural sportsman and hunter, and a date is set for the next 

morning: 9 am sharp... 

 

...and a dinner date is set for Natalie and Lester for that night, once the Colonel has left. 

 

 
 

While enjoying the company of a vivacious older woman, Lucifer and his manservant Chad 

Slambody decide that they need more dynamite: they are down to two sticks, and there is nothing 

in the world more useful than explosives. They get lucky and find a heavily guarded depot 

outside of town that stocks blasting caps and powder for railway construction. However, getting 

into the locked and guarded area won’t be so easy. 

 

But Chad and Lucifer are long time compatriots in crime, and they devise a plan. Stripping his 

clothes away, despite the chill at night, and slathering himself in dark paint, Chad slinks like a 



shadow to the rear of the compound.  In the meantime, his devious associate Lardlover boldly 

strolls to the gate and demands the attention of the four armed British soldiers. 

 

These men are not impressed by this tall man in a top hat and cloak, but, Lardlover soon employs 

impressive sleight of hand, flattery, and a keen use of words.  Chad uses this distraction to sneak 

by, break a lock on an interior door, and infiltrate a storage room.  Meanwhile, Lardlover proves 

himself as an impressive showman. 

 

He first wows the guards with magic tricks and eventually a well-placed FIST OF YOG-

SOTHOTH! against an innocent apple, exploding the fruit into a hundred wet pieces and 

cracking the cinderblocks behind it.  

 

 
[GM Note:  This whole theft sequence was actually very lengthy] 

 

Inside, Chad finds a case of dynamite and is able to get out another door. Their heist is 

successful, and the guards are awed by the illusory powers of the Great Lucifer Lardlover, 

magician extraordinaire.  He promises them tickets to his show in Brussels if they ever make it 

out that way, and they give him a standing ovation as he bows and slides into the darkness.  

Mission accomplished. 

  

But later that night... 

 

…the investigators are woken by familiar, eerie whining and whistling, soon accompanied by the 

crackle and whoosh of flames.  Two more fire vampires!  The sound alone is enough to send 

everyone into a panic, but they’re trapped in their rooms. These horrible creatures have 

materialized practically at their bedsides, and the results are disastrous. They throw pans of water 



at them, but Cobblebottom is almost killed when the spitting sparks drain his Constitution. He 

collapses unconscious to the floor, beginning to smolder. Chad Slambody escapes with the case 

of stolen dynamite by crashing - naked yet again - out of a two-story window. Chang is caught 

on fire as he flees out the door, dragging the unconscious Lester behind him.  Lucifer manages to 

grab one of their trunks of clues, gear and ammunition and hauls it with him. The hallway is 

filled with hotel guests and they all rush out of the building together, running for the street as 

people daisy-chain buckets of water and spray hoses to quench the fire. 

 

 
 

 

The night ends with the Hampton House burning and smoking, and the investigator’s belongings 

possibly destroyed. From the detonated warehouse in Mombasa, to the burning train in the low 

country, and now a ravaged hotel in Nairobi, flame and destruction follow on their heels 

wherever they go, and the investigators realize this time that they could possibly be blamed... 

 

 


